
Why and when to join up
Recently the fashion has been to encourage children in junior schools to join up every letter in every word.
However, as ever longer words get used all that happens is that letters can become distorted and hands can
begin to ache. This is because we have to rest the whole of our hand on the writing surface in order to control
modern implements. We need to take pen lifts during long words. In the days when quills were used and
continuous copperplate was written, the hand was balanced precariously on the little finger only. Joining up is
only going from where you finish one letter to where you start the next. When you lift the pen exactly the same
movement takes place in the air instead of on the paper, therefore it wastes little time or energy.

The phrase ‘join when comfortable’ is important. You may find just as many problems with pupils who join too
much as with those who do not join enough. Often the trouble is evident when less competent writers join from
descenders. These strokes tend to distort the pattern of the writing.

The reasons listed here are useful for discussion. What is not mentioned is that pupils with severe problems may
feel safer with separate letters until their other difficulties are sorted out. There is always the other side of the
argument. For some conditions, children with tremors for instance, it is repositioning that is difficult. Within
reason, they will find joined up works better for them.
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Letters that can join from the base

Letters that can join from the top

Letters that can join from the crossbar

Letters that can join with loops at speed

Letters that are joined over the top and back

Letters that you can join or leave unjoined

Why and when to join up

Simple joins have groups too

Reasons for joining once you’re used to it:

1 It is usually faster.
2 It is more mature.
3 It helps the flow of writing and this also makes it easier for your hand.
4 It spaces your writing as well as joining it.

Reasons against joining if you are not used to it:

1 Sometimes it is less legible.
2 At first it may not be so neat.
3 It may be slower until you have practised.

You do not need to join all your letters all the time. Your hand needs a rest, and a chance to move along the line too.
Continuous joining of long words makes writing slower, not quicker. Start with the joins that come easiest to you and join
when it is comfortable.




